
 

Year 4 
LTP 2022-2023 

Autumn 1  
 

Autumn 2  
 

Spring 1  
 

Spring 2  
 

Summer 1  
 

Summer 2  
 

Experiences/ 
opportunities 

River Trip 
Roman day 

Butser Ancient Farm 
Water Aid  

Christmas strings concert Butser Ancient 
Farm 
 
Winchester Science 
Centre 

Henley Fort Residential  
 
Summer Bonanza 

Viking man 
 
Strings concert 

Writing   

 
 
 
Newspaper report 

 
 
Non-Chronological 
report 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Narrative 

 

Reading 

 
 

 
    

SPAG Spelling: use further 
prefixes and suffixes 
and understand how 
to add them 
Punctuation: Use of 
inverted commas and 
other punctuation to 
indicate direct speech 

Spelling: spell further 
homophones 

Spelling: spell words that 
are often misspelt 

Spelling: place the 
possessive 
apostrophe 
accurately in words 
with regular plurals 
[for example, girls’, 
boys’] and in words 
with irregular 
plurals [for 

Spelling: use the first 2 or 
3 letters of a word to 
check its spelling in a 
dictionary 

Spelling: write 
from memory 
simple sentences, 
dictated by the 
teacher, that 
include words and 
punctuation 
taught so far 



Apostrophes to mark 
plural possession 

Use of commas after 
fronted adverbials 
 

example, 
children’s] 

Maths •Place value 
•Addition/Subtraction 
•Adding 2, 4 digit 
numbers. 
•Subtract 3 digit 
number from a 3 digit 
number 
•Rounding to nearest 
10,100,1000 

•Subtraction 
•Multiplication and 
division.  
 
•Multiply by 10 and 
100. Multiply and 
divide by 3,6,7 and 9 
•Length and 
Perimeter  

•Multiplication- 11 and 
12 times tables. 
•Multiply 3 numbers  
•factor pairs 
•Divide 2 digit by one 
digit  

• Divide 3 digit by 1 digit 

•Measurement Area 

•Fractions- What is a 
fraction 

•Tenths/Count in Tenths 

•Equivalent Fractions 

 

 
 

•Fractions- Add 
and Subtract 
fractions 

•Fractions of a 
quantity 

•Subtract fraction 
from a whole 
amount 

•Fractions greater 
than one 

•Decimals- 
Recognise tenths 
and hundredths 

•Hundredths as a 
decimal  

•Tenths on a place 
value grid/Tenths 
on a number line 

• Divide 1 and 2 
digit by 10 

 

•Decimals- Write 
decimals/order decimals/ 
compare decimals/ round 
decimals 

•Money- Pounds and 
pence/ ordering 
money/estimating money 

•Time- Recap-Telling time 
to 5 minutes/ telling time 
to the minute/ using am 
and pm/24 hour clock 

•Hours minutes and 
seconds 

•Years months weeks and 
days 

•Analogue to digital 12 
hour and 24 hour 

Geometry- 
Properties of a 
shape 
•Turns and angles 

•identify angles 

• compare and 
order angles 

•Triangles 

•Quadrilaterals  

•Symmetry/ Lines 
of Symmetry  

Science Solids liquids and 
gases 
 
Compare and group 
materials together, 

Sound 
 
• Identify how sounds 
are made, associating 

Electricity 
 
• Identify common 
appliances that run on 
electricity. 

Electricity 
 
• Recognise some 
common 
conductors 

Animals including humans 
digestion 
  
Construct and interpret a 
variety of food 

Habitats 
 
Recognise that 
environments can 
change and that 



according to whether 
they are solids, liquids 
or gases. 
 
• Observe that some 
materials change state 
when they are heated 
or cooled, and 
measure 
the temperature at 
which this happens in 
degrees Celsius (°C), 
building on their 
teaching 
in mathematics. 

• Identify the part 
played by evaporation 
and condensation in 
the water cycle and 
associate the rate of 
evaporation with 
temperature. 
 

 

some of them with 
something vibrating. 

• Recognise that 
vibrations from 
sounds travel through 
a medium to the ear. 

• Construct a simple 
series electrical 
circuit, identifying and 
naming its basic parts, 
including cells, wires, 
bulbs, switches and 
buzzers. 

• Identify whether or not 
a lamp will light in a 
simple series circuit, 
based on whether or not 
the lamp is part of a 
complete loop with a 
battery. 

• Recognise that a switch 
opens and closes a 
circuit and associate this 
with whether or not a 
lamp lights in a simple 
series circuit.  

 

and insulators, and 
associate metals 
with being 
good conductors. 

chains, identifying 
producers, predators and 
prey. 
 
Describe the simple 
functions of the basic 
parts of the digestive 
system in humans. 
 
Identify the different types 
of teeth in humans and 
their simple functions. 
 
 Recognise that living 
things can be grouped in a 
variety of ways. 

• Explore and use 
classification keys. 
 

this can 
sometimes pose 
dangers to 
specific habitats. 
 
 

History  Roman empire and its 
impact on Britain  
Conflict 
 
• Place events, 
artefacts and 
historical figures on 
a timeline using 
dates. 
 
• Suggest suitable 
sources of evidence 
for historical enquire 

Britain’s settlement of the 
Anglo Saxons and Scots 
Settlement 
• Understand the 
concept of change over 
time, representing this, 
along with evidence, on 
a timeline. 

• Use dates and terms 
to describe events. 
 

 

 

The Viking and Anglo-Saxon 
struggle for the Kingdom of 
England to the time of 
Edward the Confessor 
Conflict 
• Place events, artefacts 
and historical figures on 
a timeline using dates. 

 
 



more than one 
source of evidence 
for enquiries. 
 
• Use order to gain a 
more 
accurate understandi
ng of history. 

• Describe different 
accounts of a 
historical 
event, explaining 
some of the reasons 
why the 
accounts may differ. 

• Suggest causes and 
consequences of 
some of the main 
events and changes 
in history. 
 
 

• Use appropriate 
historical vocabulary 
to communicate  

Geography Mountains/Rivers - 
Europe like - Italy 
Water Cycle 
 
Define and describe 
the different stages 
of a river including 
understanding where 
these are frequently 
located (mountains) 
 
Erosion, 
transportation and 
deposition, recognise 

 
 

  Europe 
Germany 
 
•Use field work to 
observe and 
record the human 
and physical 
features. 
 
Population  
 
Compare and 
contrast the 
location of of 

  
 
 
 

Europe 
Scandinavia  
 
Climate Change 
Describe the 
word weather 
and climate, 
describe the 
physical process 
of climate 
change. 
 
Describe effects 
on animals and 



examples of the 
processes.  
 
Describe what 
happens to the water 
in a river. 
Draw label and 
describe the parts of 
a river  

Mountains 
 
Landform and 
mountain. 

Physical processes 
that create 
mountains, both fold 
and block mountains. 
 
Locate mountains on 
a map 
Compare and 
contrast the 
formation of a 
mountain to that of a 
volcano.  

Understand the 
difference between 
source and mouth, 
tributary and a river, 
and surface and 
subterranean river, 
meander and mouth 

europe in relation 
to africa 
 
Graph and 
compare the 
populations of the 
countries of 
europe.  
 
Demonstrate how 
densely populated 
europe is 
compared to africa 

 

humans of 
climate change. 
 
Describe 
attempts to 
manage climate 
change 



Art Select and arrange 
materials for a 
striking 
effect. 
• Ensure work is 
precise. 
Use clay and other 
mouldable materials. 
 Use basic cross stitch 
and back stitch. 

Use a number of 
brush techniques 
using thick 
and thin brushes, 
patterns and lines. 
Use watercolour 
paint to produce 
washes for 
backgrounds then 
add detail. 
 Use basic cross 
stitch and back 
stitch. 

Use different 
hardnesses of pencils to 
show line, tone and 
texture. 
• Use shading to show 
light and shadow 

Give details 
(including own 
sketches) about 
the style of some 
notable artists, 
artisans 
and designers. 

 Use layers of two or 
more colours. 

• Replicate patterns 
observed in natural or 
built environments.  

 

Create original 
pieces that show 
a range of 
influences and 
styles. 

DT Sewing 
 
 Join textiles with 
appropriate stitching. 

Sewing 
 
 Join textiles with 
appropriate stitching. 

Indian cooking and tuk 
tuks  

 

Follow a recipe. 

• Assemble or cook 
ingredients (controlling 
the temperature of the 
oven or hob, if cooking). 

Prepare ingredients 
hygienically 
using appropriate 
utensils. 

 Indian cooking 
and tuk tuks  
 
 
Cut materials 
accurately and 
safely by selecting 
appropriate tools. 
Use scientific 
knowledge of the 
transference of 
forces to choose 
appropriate 
mechanisms for a 
product (such as 
levers, 
winding mechanis
ms, pulleys and 
gears). 

• Make products by 
working efficiently 
(such as by carefully 
selecting materials).  

 Use software to 
design and 
represent 
product designs.  



Computing  Coding 
 
 
Online safety 

Stop frame animation 
 
 
Online safety 

Coding 
 
 
Online safety 

Coding 
 
 
Online safety 

Blogging +understanding 
copyright 
 
 
Online safety 

Blogging 
 
 
Online safety 

PE Hockey 
To develop sending the 
ball with a push pass. 
To develop receiving 
the ball 
To develop dribbling 
using the reverse stick 
(Indian dribble). 
To develop moving into 
space after passing the 
ball 
To be able to use an 
open stick tackle 
To apply defending and 
attacking principles and 
skills in a hockey 
tournament 
 

Gymnastics  
To develop individual 
and partner balances. 
To develop control in 
performing and landing 
rotation jumps. 
To develop the 
straight, barrel, 
forward and straddle 
roll 
To develop the 
straight, barrel, 
forward and straddle 
roll. 
To develop strength in 
inverted movements 
To be able to create a 
partner sequence to 
include apparatus 
 

Hockey 
To develop sending the 
ball with a push pass. 
To develop receiving the 
ball 
To develop dribbling using 
the reverse stick (Indian 
dribble). 
To develop moving into 
space after passing the 
ball 
To be able to use an open 
stick tackle 
To apply defending and 
attacking principles and 
skills in a hockey 
tournament 

Basketball 
To develop the 
attacking skill of 
dribbling 
To be able to use 
protective dribbling 
against an opponent 
To develop the 
bounce and chest 
pass and begin to 
recognise when to 
use them 
To develop tracking 
and defending an 
opponent 
To develop the 
technique for the 
set shot 
To be able to apply 
the skills, rules and 
tactics you have 
learnt to a mini 
tournament. 

Athletics 
To develop stamina and an 
understanding of speed and 
pace in relation to distance 
To develop power and 
speed in the sprinting 
technique. 
To develop technique when 
jumping for distance. 
To develop power and 
technique when throwing 
for distance. 
To develop a pull throw for 
distance and accuracy. 
To develop officiating and 
performing skills 

Cricket 
To develop 
overarm throwing 
and catching 
To develop 
underarm bowling 
To learn how to 
grip the bat and 
develop batting 
technique. 
To be able to field 
a ball using a two 
handed pick up 
and a short 
barrier. 
To develop 
overarm bowling 
technique 
To play, apply skills 
learnt to mini 
cricket.  
 

PSHE Zones of Regulation 
participation versus 
winning 
well being 
 

Democracy Making choices What is important 
to me? 

Playing safe Growing up and 
changing inc RSE 

Music Strings 
Lead by RGS 
 
Maintain a simple part 
within a group 
 

Strings 
Lead by RGS 
 
Maintain a simple part 
within a group 
 

Strings 
Lead by RGS 
 
 
 

Strings 
Lead by RGS 
 
 
 

Strings  
Lead by RGS 
 
 
 
 

Strings 
Lead by RGS 
 
Recognise the 
symbols for a 
minim, crotchet 



Create repeated 
patterns with a range 
of instruments.  
 
 
Perform with control 
and awareness of 
others.  
 
 
Symphony No. 5, 
Beethoven (Classical) 
O Euchari, Hildegard 
(Early) 
 
 

Play notes on an 
instrument with care 
so that they are clear.  
 
Use drones as 
accompaniments.  
 
Recognise the notes 
EGBDF and FACE on 
the musical stave.  
 
For the Beauty of the 
Earth, Rutter (20th 
Century) 
Jai Ho from Slumdog 
Millionaire, A. R. 
Rahman (21st 
Century) 
 

 Create accompaniments 
for tunes.  
 
 Perform with control 
and awareness of others.  
 
Use drones as 
accompaniments.  
 
 
 
Hallelujah from Messiah, 
Handel (Baroque) 
 

Create repeated 
patterns with a 
range of 
instruments.  
 
Create 
accompaniments 
for tunes.  
 
 
  
  
 
Night on a Bare 
Mountain,  
Mussorgsky 
(Romantic) 
Mars from The 
Planets, Holst (20th 
Century) 
 

Recognise the symbols for 
a minim, crotchet and 
semibreve and say how 
many beats they 
represent.  
 

 Use the terms: duration, 
timbre, pitch, beat, 
tempo, texture and use of 
silence to describe music.  

Evaluate music using 
musical vocabulary to 
identify areas of likes and 
dislikes.  

Understand layers of 
sounds and discuss their 
effect on mood and 
feelings. 

Bolero, Ravel (20th 
Century) 
Night Ferry, Anna Clyne 
(21st Century) 
 

 

and semibreve 
and say how 
many beats they 
represent.  
 

 Use the terms: 
duration, timbre, 
pitch, beat, 
tempo, texture 
and use of silence 
to describe music.  

Evaluate music 
using musical 
vocabulary to 
identify areas of 
likes and dislikes.  

Understand layers 
of sounds and 
discuss their 
effect on mood 
and feelings. 

 

 

 
RE How can a synagogue 

help us understand 
the Jewish faith? 

Christmas: How can 
artists help us 
understand 
Christmas? 

What do Sikhs value? 
 

How did it all 
begin? 
Easter: How does 
Lent help Christians 
prepare for Easter? 

 Why is praying 
important for 
Christians? 

Outdoor learning cross -curricular 
approach 

Forest School  
making fire/ dragon 
traps 

Team building Festival of lights? Allotments Habitat hotels 

 


